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Abstract
Touch surfaces and devices have made their way into educational settings in
large touch format such as SMART Board®, as well as smaller formats such
as the Apple iPad®. While these devices are successful in the classroom,
their uses are limited by their design. The Playsurface is a large format multitouch surface which uses image processing instead of resistive and
capacitive technologies to allow any object that reflects infrared light to be
detected and tracked by the table. This design difference coupled with the
upright, table-top format promotes multiple simultaneous users interacting
with the table using more than physical touches. This thesis focuses on the
development of educational applications utilizing tangible objects that are
aimed at stimulating student engagement and collaboration between group
members. Three educational applications were developed: two investigate
the motion of objects and the third investigates robotic control theories.
These applications were tested in two high school classrooms with a total of
12 participants. The feedback and suggestions from this testing are used to
advise future work on the use of tangible objects in conjunction with multitouch surfaces in education.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Motivation
As newer technology becomes available every year, more schools are
incorporating advanced technologies into their classrooms (Hall & Higgins,
2005). Some schools have adopted multi-touch surface technologies in the
form of SMART boards and iPads for example. Large multi-touch surfaces
give multiple users new ways of interacting with the conventional computer
that isn’t necessarily focused on single user input. These devices have been
shown to increase engagement of students, develop team work skills and
technical literacy, and support collaboration (Li, Pow, Wong, & Fung, 2009).
Benefits of the use of multi-touch surfaces also include increasing levels of
student-to-student interaction (Schmid, 2006) and altering group dynamics
that result in enabling students who were originally unlikely to participate or
engage in the activity (Hunter, Kalanithi, & Merrill, 2010). Increases in
student engagement and group participation can be directly linked to the
likelihood of learning (Beeland, 1990).
Large multi-touch surfaces come in two typical form factors, the
vertical display like the SMART board, or table-top display. The table-top
display has been shown to be more suited for group participation which, as
stated before, is linked directly to learning, and is increasingly becoming an
optimal form factor for use in the classroom (Schmid, 2006). This horizontal
layout additionally provides the opportunity for objects, also known as
tangibles, to be placed on the surface, allowing students to interact with
1

physical components in addition to just the virtual display, thus providing a
hands-on experience which has been shown to stimulate learning through
sensory engagement, active manipulation and physical activity (Walker &
Burleson, 2012). The physical movement itself is attributed to the increases
in thinking and learning (Rieser, Garing, & Young, 1994). These increases
have been shown to help students learn abstract concepts using tangibles
because, as David Uttal states, "they are concrete, familiar and non-symbolic"
(Uttal, Scudder, & Deloache, 1997).
Beyond the benefits of using touch tables with tangibles to stimulate
learning, the fact that these tables are enhanced computer interfaces allows
for application developers to control the dynamic digital content received by
the users. Applications can be developed with features and functionality that
provide educational benefits such as real-time feedback and facilitate student
discovery. On average students who receive immediate feedback in the
classroom are able to achieve more academically (Kulik & Kulik, 1988) and
using student-led, discovery-oriented activities has been shown to engage
students and encourage creativity and reflection (Price & Rogers, 2004).
Thus, education oriented applications that leverage the use of tangible
objects in conjunction with a large format, multi-touch, table-top environment
present strong evidence for stimulating learning in the classroom. Currently
there is a lack of developed products offering all of these features and
functionality, especially at a price point that is feasible for general classroom
adoption.
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Existing Products

Figure 1: Examples of State-of-the-Art, Commercial, Touch Table Technology

Top row, (L to R): GestureTek’s GestTable, Ideum’s PRO Lab Build. Second row:
Samsung's SUR40, Crunchy Logistics’ Touch Conference Table. Third row: 3M’s MultiTouch Display, Promultis' Uno. Fourth row: SMART table 442i, Templeman
Automation's Playsurface
3

There are many products (for sale and under research and
development) that feature multi-touch technologies coupled with horizontal
large-format displays. All the considered table-top devices can be seen in
Figure 1. Only four of the eight devices are described in detail below; the

selection of these four devices was based on a balance of educational
support, tangible object support, and cost with target classroom
consideration. The iPad, even though it is already extensively used in
educational settings and has a lower price point than all the considered
tables, will not be considered further because it currently lacks tangible
support and is too small to fully support collaboration in the same way a large
format, table-top display can (Henderson & Yeow, 2012). The top four
competing tables for the classroom are the SMART Table 442i, Samsung
SUR40, Promultis Uno Table and Templeman Automation Playsurface.

SMART Table
The SMART Table 442i, shown in Figure 2, is a device can detect up to
forty simultaneous touches using its capacitance based detection system.
These systems have typically been shown to produce the fastest and most
accurate touch detection of all of the systems currently used in classrooms.
The display is a 42" LCD screen and the table also has the ability to connect
to USB devices such as the SMART document camera. One key aspect of
this table for considering its use in schools is that it comes with over twenty
applications and over 1,700 compatible activity packs, all intended for
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classroom use. The majority of the applications and activities are interactive
images or games that are intended for students of grade level kindergarten
through sixth with the most of them focusing on kindergarten through third.
This table was designed for use in the classroom featuring a large base to
make it very hard to tip as well as space underneath for students to sit. The
price of the SMART Table is $7749 as of April 2013 (SMART Technologies,
2013).

Figure 2: SMART Table 442i
Source: http://thejournal.com, digital image. Retrieved from: http://thejournal.com/articles/2013/02/04/smart-technologiesintros-collaborative-learning-center.aspx

Samsung SUR40
The Samsung SUR40, shown in Figure 3, is a 40'' LCD touch screen
that detects touches using a capacitive system similar to the SMART Table.
As mentioned above, these systems are very responsive and accurate. The
table also features a form factor that allows for students to sit around the
table but the legs do prevent students from sitting close to the device if they
are on the corners. Currently the device is not marketed with any
5

educational support. The device comes with a multi-touch and gesture
software support package called of Microsoft PixelSense® 2.0. There is one
documented application that incorporates the use of tangible devices in the
form of dice for digital board games. The price of the SUR40 in its table
format is $8698 as of April 2013 (Newegg Inc., 2013).

Figure 3: Samsung SUR40
Source http://www.microsoft.com, digital image. Retrieved from: http://www.microsoft.com/enus/news/press/2011/jan11/01-06mssurfacesamsungpr.aspx

Promultis Uno
The Promultis Uno Table, shown in Figure 4, is a 42” LCD display
screen that has the option for infrared bezel technology for touch detection
instead of the more expensive capacitive touch detection option. This
technology uses arrays of infrared (IR) detectors and emitters on the edges of
the touch screen to locate touch location in an x and y coordinate fashion.
The use of IR light for detection allows for the use of any reflective object and
does not rely on capacitance. Unfortunately detection issues can arise when
multiple simultaneous objects share similar x or y coordinates. No research of
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the use of tangible objects with this table for education is available but this
device is capable of supporting basic tangible interaction. The price of the
table is $6192 as of April 2013 (Promultis, 2013).

Figure 4: Promultis Uno Table
Source: http://www.promultis.info, digital image. Retrieved from: http://www.promultis.info/wpcontent/uploads/PDF/ProMultis%20Multitouch%20Price%20List.pdf

Templeman Automation Playsurface
The Templeman Automation (TA) Playsurface is a computer vision
based system that uses reflected IR light to detect touches. The use of the IR
light for touch detection allows for multiple physical objects to be detected by
the table. The physical design doesn’t accommodate chairs/sitting, and thus
encourages the users to stand around the tables as shown in Figure 5. Both
the hardware and software used in the Playsurface platform is open source.
This allows for individuals to build their own tables (either at lower cost or
customized to their own uses) and use free software or develop original
applications. The cost for a prebuilt system from Templeman Automation is
$2995 as of April 2013 (Templeman Automation, 2013) which includes
everything needed to operate the table out of the box. Arrangements can be
7

made with TA to order the Playsurface without the computer which owner
Chris Templeman estimates to be around $500 cheaper (personal
communication, April 22, 2013).

Figure 5: Templeman Automation's Playsurface

Summary of Commercial Platforms
Error! Reference source not found. summarizes each of the four
major competitors of touch table technology for use in the classroom. The
more popular tables tend to use capacitive touch detection which makes
tangible design more complicated than for IR reflective detection. The
SMART Table is the only table of this review that has educational application
support but there has been no information available around developments of
applications using the educational benefits of tangible objects. The Samsung
SUR40 has one developed application with tangible support but no
educational support. The Promultis Uno has the ability to interact with
8

tangibles and is designed for classroom use but does not have any
developments in applications supporting either of these areas. The
Playsurface has a much lower price but does not allow students to sit
comfortably around it and has a smaller display with respect to its
competitors. The computer vision system does present the ability to interact
with any reflective object and doesn’t suffer from the same detection issues
as the Promultis Uno but there have been no publically-available educational
applications for this platform from the manufacturer.
Table 1: Overview of Existing Touch Tables

Educational
Applications
Price
Screen size
Form factor

SMART
Table
1,700+

Samsung
SUR40
0

Promultis
Uno
0

TA
Playsurface
0*

$7,749
42”
Table with
seating
None

$8,698
40”
Table with
seating
Yes

$6,192
42”
Table with
seating
Yes

$2,995
33”
Table without
seating
Yes

Tangible
Support
Open Source No
No
No
Yes
Software
Open Source No
No
No
Yes
Hardware
Touch
Capacitive
Capacitive
Optical
Optical
Detection
*TA hasn’t commercially released any educational applications to this date but
some are currently under development.

The current state-of-the-art touch-table technologies do not provide a
complete classroom solution for allowing students to tangibly engage in
physical learning activities on a large-format multi-touch surface. An ideal
system would be low-cost for wide classroom adoption, interact natively with
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tangible devices, allow modification for preference/environmental
customization, and provide educational support in the form of a wide range of
subject-area applications.
This thesis focuses on explaining the development and testing of
educational activities that explore the use of tangible objects in conjunction
with an affordable multi-touch surface for student investigation of the physical
world. This work will be presented first through a description of the base
Playsurface technology on which our work was built, and then the
development of software and hardware to support a range of educational
applications as well as, classroom testing for evaluating the success of the
touch-table and applications in classrooms and informing future
developments in this area.
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Chapter 2: The Base-Platform Specifications
Introduction
In order for students to investigate the physical world using a multitouch table it should be able to support tangible object interaction.
Considering school budgets and the classroom setting the table must be
relatively inexpensive and simultaneously support group work. The
Playsurface meets these initial expectations and was selected as an
application development platform. Aside from the main functionality the
Playsurface meets, it also uses open source hardware and software that
allows developers to modify the table and the software to meet their needs.
As an added benefit to using the Playsurface over its competitors it is more
durable due to the lack of embedded sensors directly in the interactive
surface. While not the largest of the available tables, the screen size is
adequate to support small group collaboration and the height is comparable
to school lab benches which should provide some level of familiarity to the
students.
The applications developed in this work are specifically designed for
the use with this type of touch table. They leverage the computer vision
based touch detection system to track more than physical touches. The
boxed hardware design allows internal space within the hardware for the
implementation of electronics to establish a two-way communication protocol
between tangibles and the system computer.

11

Hardware
As mentioned previously, the price of the Playsurface is $2995. For
that expense the customer gets an unassembled package which contains all
the components required for operation of the table including the wooden
frame, projector, mirror, surface materials and a computer (in efforts to cut
costs further TA has expressed that they will also sell the table without the
computer for around $500 less).
Inside an assembled Playsurface is a projector sending its image to an
angled mirror that reflects the image towards the interactive surface. The
image is caught by a rear projection screen and displayed. Inside the table
there are also strips of IR LEDS that disperse IR light within the device for
touch detection. When a user places their fingers on the surface the reflected
IR light is viewed by an upwards-facing camera (a modified PlayStation Eye)
outfitted with an IR lens at the bottom of the table. The components are
labeled and shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Inside View of the Playsurface
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Software
The computer vision system of the Playsurface uses Community Core
Vision (CCV) to process the camera image and declare touch locations and
size. CCV is an open source program that takes in a camera image and
applies filters in order to determine touch events. The touch events are
encoded into TUIO packets that can be interpreted by multiple software
environments such as Flash or Processing. TUIO is an open framework that
defines a common protocol for the transmission of packets containing multitouch object information such as location and size (Kaltenbrunner, 2005).
Processing, an open source programming environment, was used to create
the user interfaces in this work due to the similarities with the Arduino
programming environment that the researchers were familiar with. CCV
version 1.3 was used over newer versions because it has shown to be more
resistant to software errors. Further evaluation of CCV working with each
individual application can be found in Chapter 4. The process from camera to
display is outlined in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Software Interaction Process

There is a lack of available educational applications for the
Playsurface. Templeman Automation has internally developed Mathfacts, an
interactive collaborative game for young students to explore mathematical
concepts, but not only does this game not support tangible devices, it was
only an internal prototype and not commercially/publically available. Figure 8
shows Mathfacts being used on an early prototype of the Playsurface.
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Figure 8: Mathfacts Application in Use

The Playsurface, running on Windows 7 or 8, can natively support
touch and multi-touch applications designed for those systems. Thus,
educational applications (e.g. Fluidity Software’s FluidMath or FluidArithmitic,
originally designed for touch-tablets or SMART board interfaces) that run on
the Windows operating system will work on the Playsurface platform.
However, these applications are not designed for interactions with tangibles,
and so the full potential is not realized. Figure 9 shows FluidArithmitic being
used on the Playsurface with a stylus.
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Figure 9: FluidArithmitic Application in Use

Conclusion
The Playsurface represents a relatively inexpensive way to bring multitouch hardware into classrooms that is suited for learning and collaboration.
In order to be successful in the classroom, the Playsurface needs more
educational applications. With the addition of educational applications that
leverage tangible objects for learning, the Playsurface will be a powerful
teaching tool that exceeds the technological abilities (with the use of
tangibles) of its competitors.
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Chapter 3: New Application Development
Introduction
Paired up with Templeman Automation, Tufts researchers set out to
create educational applications that raise the bar for multi-touch device use.
We wanted to create applications for the high school science classroom that
incorporate the use of tangibles to improve student engagement and
ultimately, learning. The goal was to leverage technology for supplementing
learning of the physical world, and not just as a computer simulation whose
full functionality could be realized on other screen formats (e.g. a typical
desktop computer). We wanted to create ways to provide real-time feedback
to students with regards to the science and engineering concepts they were
exploring, without the extra time required for students to retrieve data, input it
into a program, and graph it prior to analysis. We feel that immediate
feedback is important in order to maintain student interest and attention and
allows them to test any new ideas quickly, causing them to reflect on their
previous understanding of the task at hand (Kulik & Kulik, 1988) while still in
the moment. We wanted the design of these applications to promote
experimentation and creative learning, and allow rapid iterations through
student design, modification, and implementation of their scientific ideas.
These applications are intended to supplement inquiry-based learning
through student led experimentation.
The application development process was driven initially by teacher
feedback during a pre-development, brainstorming session. Suggestions
17

from three high school teachers who teach a combination of physics,
engineering, math and chemistry were used to inform an appropriate
application development path. In general the teachers expressed interest in
applications that support group involvement and allow the students to
investigate the physical world but made it explicitly clear that the educational
potential of the touch table would not be realized if just virtual simulations
were produced (personal communication Richard Danahy, Gary Garber,
Ramiro Gonzalez, July 17, 2012). There were many potential development
paths suggested by the teachers with some of the major categories of
applications including object tracking for physics, tangible microscopes for
biology, robotics education, engineering design analysis, and several
mathematical applications. All of the ideas were recorded in outline format on
a whiteboard shown in Figure 10. In order to meet the majority of these
demands, three applications were developed by Tufts (and one additional
idea prototyped by Templeman Automation).
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Figure 10: Teacher Brainstorming Session Ideas

The applications developed were designed to be used with three
activities in mind. The first activity developed was for students to explore
properties of motion including position, velocity and acceleration. The second
activity developed was for students to explore oscillating motion and again
investigate position, velocity and acceleration. The third activity developed
was for students to compare and contrast two control theories then learn how
the set constants required for one of the theories.
The three applications developed were the kinematics, pendulum, and
robotics applications. Each application requires a different level of hardware
design and build on behalf of the student, customizable by the teacher
depending on available classroom time. The kinematics application requires
no construction as it just leverages IR reflective light off of moving objects of
19

study (white Ping-Pong balls, nickels, LEGO carts with white pieces, etc.).
The pendulum application can require some engineering thought and
assembly by the students in creating a stable structure and pendulum bob,
although it can be provided preassembled by the teacher. The robotics
application requires the use of sensor-driven line-following robot. This
requires engineering thought and knowledge of robotics systems by the
students or the robot can be pre-built for the activity, as it was for the testing
in Chapter 5.

Kinematics Application
In a typical physics classroom
students can study the effects of
collisions using carts and distance
sensors. The collision of two carts is
analyzed in one dimension using the
Figure 11: Supplemental Ramp and Frame
Developed for the Kinematics Application

distance over time data. Momentums

and relative conservation can be calculated from the data set given the
student has the ability to mass the carts. Taking this classical system to the
two-dimensional level introduces experimental challenges such as tracking
the balls and measuring the changes in velocities. This is where the table
can help students study these types of collisions. A student can roll a ball
across the table and it will track it over time. Two balls can be used to study
different types of collisions. Supplemental tools including a wooden frame to
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keep the balls on the table and ramps to release the balls with more
consistent velocities were created for this activity. The hardware can be seen
in Figure 11.

Figure 12: Kinematics Application Interface

For the kinematics application I used rolling time graphs from the
Processing library gwoptics (Freise, 2009) to display a constantly updating,
real-time graph x and y positions of up to two Ping-Pong balls or any other
detectable object. The rolling time axis is necessary to maintain the same
nominal graph size. Three keys, “p” for position, “v” for velocity, and “a” for
acceleration are assigned to switch between the different types of graphs
displayed. Two of the graphs are shown in the top left hand corner of Error!
Reference source not found.. When the other graphs are activated they
take the place of the current graphs. The “space” bar is assigned to pause,
“r” is assigned to resume. The program tracks the TUIO objects based on its
identification number and prints a circle on its current x and y positions. The
last six velocities (chosen experimentally to achieve a clean display vector not
21

hindered by noise) are averaged together and drawn as a red vector in the
center of the white circle drawn on the objects position with the average value
proportional to the length of the arrow drawn. The last 200 positions are
tracked and a black line is produced from position to position generating the
objects trajectory. This length was selected because it represents enough
time to get a screen shot of object collisions without lingering and covering up
other object trajectories during longer experiments. Both the velocity vector
and the trajectory for two tracked objects can be seen in Figure 12Error!
Reference source not found.. The programming overview detailing the
code execution can be seen in Figure 13. The original code for this application
can be found in Appendix A.

22
Figure 13: Kinematics Code Flow Chart

Pendulum Application
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Similar to tracking collisions in two dimensions, tracking a standard
pendulum also presents logistical challenges in the traditional classroom.
Recording accurate data can prove challenging, for instance when the period
is manually timed with a stop-watch and size of the arc measured with a ruler.
Further, the dynamic path of the pendulum is difficult to measure in real-time.
Some experiments have tried to capture this information through the use of
container of sand (for the pendulum bob) with a hole in it that releases the
sand tracking the position of the bob as it moves, either on a cart or by
moving the ground under it. Through these methods it can be hard for
students to visualize what that motion looks like over time and understand the
dynamics of the system. The touch table can utilize its image tracking
software to aid in the tracking of a pendulum. The pendulum application also
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takes advantage of the rolling time graphs in order to create the real-time
graphs of position, velocity, and acceleration in the y-direction vs. time. The
interface consists of one large realtime position graph only plotting yaxis displacement. The graphs are
plotted on the left hand side of the
interface so as to not interfere with
Figure 15: Infrared LED Pendulum Bob

the main experimental setup and
display. The position graph is averaged over six positions to match the
velocity graph. All the graphs can be seen in Figure 14. Unlike in the
kinematics activity where common objects were used natively, some
construction is required in order to create a compatible pendulum. The
pendulum needs a sturdy base to swing from and the bob needs IR LEDs, as
seen in Figure 15, so that it can be tracked during its movement. Four pieces

Figure 14: Pendulum Application Interface

of LEGO Tetrix of 27 cm in length were arranged into two T shapes. Five IR
LEDs in parallel were used to track the pendulum during its movement. The
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LED array takes the shape of a crescent so that during its normal trajectory it
always has a downward facing LED that can be identified by the table. The
form factor of the bob with the battery can be seen in Figure 14. It was found
that five LEDs provided a wide enough spread of IR light to allow the
pendulum to be detected at all points of its arc during experimental trials.
One AA battery was used to power the LED array. The programming
overview detailing the code execution can be seen in Figure 16.

Figure 16: Pendulum Code Flow Chart

Robotics Application
The third educational application was a robotics based activity that
leveraged the touch table interface to teach the students some control theory.
26

Due to high school students in general not having the mathematics
background to characterize a system using differential equations, optimization
of PID constants using common techniques is not possible. Despite this, with
the goal of still wanting students to realize the benefits of using PID control
(over band-bang control with which they are typically familiar), I created an
activity that gave the students the opportunity to explore how to properly
assign PID control constants based on visual inspection of line following
performance. In order to participate in this activity the students needed a line
following robot that is small enough to operate on the table and has the ability
to be programmed through the table interface. The first design iteration of the
robotic platform kept an open breadboard design so that the robotics students
could see the wiring and components, providing access to the parts and
chance to potentially learn from it. Design choices were made in order to
keep costs down and the robot’s size to a minimum so that the robot has the
maximum space in which to operate on the table. Wheels were not used in
order to increase the torque output. The first iteration successfully followed
the line but during bang-bang control it would get stuck when the sensor
value was too close to the set point value. This is because the signal to the
motors is flickering between on and off states. The result, within the small
form factor, is the motors didn’t have enough power to overcome the friction.
The first iteration can be seen on the left Figure 17. The major components of
the first iteration include: Teensy 3.0 development board, mini bread board,
infrared LED, infrared receiver, piezo buzzer, two hobby motors, two npn
transistors, two diodes, a photoresistor and a five volt regulator.
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Figure 17: Line Following Robot Iterations

The motivation behind the second design was to ensure that the robot
had enough torque to overcome friction during the control experiment. The
resulting robot can be seen on the right in Error! Reference source not
found.. The major component changes include: motors with gearboxes and
wheels, Arduino Uno development board, no piezo buzzer and an H-bridge
instead of the npn transistor and diode setup. The Arduino Uno was used
due to the testing group’s higher familiarity with the Arduino over the Teensy.
The larger breadboard allowed space for an H-bridge that was used for
controlling the new motors instead of the transistor and diode setup.
In order to establish communication with the tangible items and the
table, a receiver inside the table was build. Ken Shirriff’s IR library was used
to establish a communication protocol (Shirriff, 2009). This device features
an Arduino Uno, IR LED and IR receiver. The device detects a blinking IR
message, decodes it and sends the necessary information through serial to
the computer. The computer is also able to communicate in the reverse
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direction by communicating to the IR receiver through serial communication
which then blinks the message to the top of the table when it can be collected
and decoded by the robot. An illustration of this communication can be seen
in Figure 18

Figure 18: Two-Way Communication Protocol Illustration

The robotics application displays a line for a line following robot to
detect. Features include: the ability for the user to draw their own track for
the robot to follow, clear their drawing, load the default track, switch between
bang-bang control and PID control, and changing the individual PID control
constants (Kp, Ki, Kd). Key bindings include: “e” to edit the track,
“backspace” to erase the drawing and start over, “m” to switch modes
between bang-bang control and PID control, “space” to stop the robot to
reprogram it, “p” to enable the editing of the proportional constant, “i” to
enable the editing of the integral constant, and “d” to enable the derivative
constant. A diagram of the code execution can be seen in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Robotics Code Flow Chart

Conclusion
Three applications were successfully built. Each of them utilized
tangible objects and focused on promoting group work around the table. The
activities developed provide real-time feedback through graphing or direct
tangible action. The evaluation of the technical aspects of these applications
will be covered in chapter 4. The assessment within the classroom
environment is discussed in chapter 5.
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Chapter 4: Product Evaluation
The applications developed (Kinematics Application, Pendulum
Application, and Robotics Application) were used as examples of how multitouch surfaces could be used by students to study the physical world in a
science classroom. Results of user testing and feedback from students on the
application interfaces are provided in Chapter 5; here the technical
functionality of the applications and range of limitations of the system is
examined to ensure proper operation. All testing was conducted with CCV
settings that display clear and appropriately sized blobs based on visual
comparison with the live video feed. The hardware in the computer used to
run the table for the testing includes the following components: i7 quad core
Intel processor, AMD Radeon HD 7970M graphics card and 16 GB DD3
RAM1.

Kinematics Application
It was found that white spherical objects that have a diameter of
approximately 1.5 cm do not always maintain their TUIO identification during
motion and 2.0 cm spherical objects do. Flat objects with diameters greater
than 1.5 cm were properly detected in the corners and 1.0 cm objects were
not. The corners and edges of the display, for the model of the touch table
used, present irregularities in touch detection due to a reduction in the
amount of available IR light to reflect. Thus, there is a direct trade-off
1

For a more detailed hardware list, see Appendix D.
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between size of the objects and usable position on the table. In general, if
using smaller objects, experiments are limited to the center of the table vs. if
the full available space on the surface needs to be leveraged (including near
the corners), larger objects are required for accurate detection.
Multiple spherical objects can be placed next to each other and
detected as separate objects. The application successfully tracked twenty
objects simultaneously during experimentation. Theoretically the application
can track more objects but some detection irregularities were found when
over twenty objects were placed on the table especially the objects on the
outer edge and the corners. Illumination of the room and shadows over the
table impacted the ability of the application to detect the middle Ping-Pong
ball in a cluster of seven or greater.
Ping-Pong balls can be tracked with accuracy of approximately 0.7 cm
from the center of the two-dimensional footprint of the ball. The value 0.7 cm
represents roughly 18% of the ball’s diameter. This accuracy is dependent
on the calibration of CCV and will vary from setup to setup. The tracking and
displaying of one object is delayed by approximately 90 milliseconds2. As the
number of objects on the table increases the delay for the object to be
tracked and drawn appears to increase linearly, see Figure 20. The delay,
especially as the number of objects increases, is noticeable to users but
found to not be overly distracting from the task at hand based on
observations of different users. In order to use this application for high
speed tracking such as those required to see tangent velocity vectors during
centripetal motion, the detection and display time should be decreased.
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Efforts can be taken to achieve this include but are not limited to: increasing
the computer’s processing power, incorporating a camera with a higher
frame-rate and stream lining programming code to use more efficient
processes such as multithreading.

Figure 20: Delay Time vs. Objects Tracked

Pendulum Application
The pendulum application is based off of the same communication and
animation paradigm as the kinematics application, but during testing of single
object tracking it was found to have an average of approximately 80
milliseconds. This smaller delay is attributed to less information being stored
for the object per loop and no circles being drawn (where as the kinematics
application does calculate velocities and accelerations even when they are
not being actively plotted). Similar to the kinematics application, the accuracy
of detection within the application depends on where the pendulum is placed
on the surface of the table. For this evaluation the table was split into five
vertical sections, each of width of 6.4 inches. The middle section averaged
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1.1 cm of accuracy, the two sections on either side of the middle section
averaged to 1.2 cm of error and the outermost sections averaged to 1.4 cm of
error3. A visual representation of this can be seen in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Average Accuracy of Pendulum Application by Section of Display

In general, the further from the center the pendulum is placed, the more
inaccurate the detected position is due to errors in the lens correction
functions of CCV to overcome the wide-angle lens installed on the camera.
The more extensive the calibration the more accurate the detection would be
on the outsides of the display. The average error for the pendulum is greater
than the kinematics application with an average error of approximately 1.2
cm. This is mainly attributed to the size of the blob generated from the five
LED array. The error does not derail the main purpose of the application
which is to study the relative motion of the pendulum over time.
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The three smaller graphs that display position, velocity and
acceleration allow the user to align velocity and acceleration to position and
vice versa but it can prove difficult to visually align the peaks and pick a
precise point at which you want to know the instantaneous position, velocity
and acceleration without having a consistent reference in each graph. It is
recommended that future iterations of this application incorporate a user
interface option to plot a line of reference that can be moved based on user
touch input. The application displays the effects of friction and air resistance
over time on the pendulum and the amplitude decay is easily seen in the
large position vs. time graph.
Robotics Application
The robotics application successfully demonstrates both control
theories (bang-bang vs. PID control). Users are able to successfully create
their own line (visual path to follow), switch between control modes and set
constant values. The second iteration of the robot has a turning radius of 10.5
cm and can handle turns as long their radius of curvature is larger than the
turning radius. Since the robot has an open design featuring a breadboard for
the body, components have the ability to become dislodged. I would not
recommend this type of design for students who are not familiar with the
components and don’t know how to replace them if something falls out (for
example, during the classroom testing the robot needed to be re-glued due to
the battery box detaching from the chassis, requiring teacher intervention).
The power switch for the robot is integrated with the battery case and as a
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result causes a lot of force to be exerted on the adhesive between the battery
pack and the chassis as the students turn the robot on and off.
The table as a line following surface can be unpredictable. Due to the
reflectiveness of the acrylic surface, the lighting in the room influences light
levels measured by the sensor pointed at the surface. The set point light
level would need to be calibrated for different classrooms in order to get equal
actuation in each direction. During experimentation it was also found that
different areas of the screen rear projecting the same color can register light
values that differed by approximately 15%. This caused some erratic
behavior of the robot if it were placed outside of the designated area for the
line following path. Although the robotics application provides great feedback
by using the adjusted control constants it does not provide graphical feedback
to the user. The input values utilized in the control function come from the
light sensor located on the robot. Transmission of this data to the table, for
display purposes, increased the overall loop time for the robot which resulted
in difficulty controlling the robot. The time required for sending information
under the current system is too long to be used simultaneously in the same
loop as the PID control function. Again, this problem could be solved with
multi-threaded programming, but would require a robot with more advanced
hardware in order to support this.
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Chapter 5: Evaluation of Classroom Testing
Introduction to Classroom Testing
Classroom testing was conducted to get user feedback on the
developed applications and observe the applications’ effectiveness in the real
classroom environment. Two testing groups of students were used, ranging in
age from 13 to 17 years old. The first group to be tested was a pilot group of
four high school students that used the kinematics application during science
experiments and provided feedback (surveys and interviews, as well as data
from submitted lab reports) on the kinematic and pendulum applications. This
feedback was used to iteratively develop improved versions of each
application. The second group consisted of 8 volunteer high school robotics
club members. The table and all three of the applications were introduced to
the students, and while additional feedback was gathered regarding the
kinematics and pendulum activity, the main application tested by the students
was the robotics application. Feedback, in the form of surveys and small
group interviews, was given on the hardware and software and combined with
researcher observations to guide future work.
Feedback
Lab Reports
As a pilot test at Boston University Academy (BUA), the table was
placed in a high school physics classroom for five months where the teacher
was allowed to integrate it into his physics class of fourteen students ranging
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in age from 13 to 15 years old. The teacher was given an early version of the
kinematics application as well as the pendulum application. The table was
left to be used for when the teacher wanted to do kinematics based
experimentation. The table was presented to students as an alternate way to
experiment with conservation of momentum. The students had the option of
using any equipment in the room to complete their experiment. Four
students, two girls and two boys, took special interest in the table and used it
for their laboratory experiments on conservation of momentum and produced
lab reports that analyzed and classified collisions of objects on the
Playsurface.
The lab reports demonstrated the feasibility of the table and
kinematics application for experimentation in a high school classroom.
Evidence can be implied from excerpts of their lab reports like the one seen
below (full report available in Appendix C).
Because the table allowed the balls to roll in two dimensions, rather than just
one as a track might, we compared total momenta in each direction as vectors
rather than momentum as a whole… We found that, as theory predicted,
momentum was conserved almost perfectly while there were much greater
differences in kinetic energy because the interactions between the balls
converted some of their kinetic energy into other forms.

From this excerpt it can be implied that tangible objects were tracked on the
table and vector analysis led to calculations of the objects’ momentum and
kinetic energy before and after a collision. The student successfully
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investigated real-world phenomena (conservation of momentum), using the
Playsurface and the kinematics application developed, and due to this new
technology was able to explore two-dimensional motion beyond the traditional
one-dimensional analysis typically done.

Robotics Workshop Student Interactions
The table was placed in a volunteer, afterschool, robotics club on
March 28th 2013.

Eight students, six males and two females, self-

assembled into groups of two or three and interacted with the table. Their
ages ranged from 13 to 17 years old. The table was used for a lesson
involving two control theories, on/off control and PID control. The entire
session (overview, hands-on activity, and wrap-up) was two hours long.
An introduction explaining the need for control algorithms and two
control theories was presented at the beginning of the activity. Supplemental
information outlining the content contained in the overview and providing
additional information about the hardware (specifically the H-bridges) being
used that day was also handed out to each student. The table was initially
introduced to all of the students simultaneously with the kinematics and the
pendulum applications demonstrated to the large group. Together, they were
allowed to briefly play with the equipment to get a sense of the interface. For
the main portion of the workshop, the student groups rotated, splitting their
time between experimenting with robotic controls on the Playsurface and
building their own line following robots separately.
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During the activity, questions regarding observations made and their
relationship to the two control theories were asked to each of the students
individually. All students were successful at recognizing the conceptual
differences between bang-bang control and PID control. When further
questions were asked to the groups on what each constant meant, groups
engaged in conversation comparing and contrasting competing ideas. All of
the students were observed participating in these discussions. Some
students responded with theories that they tested with the robot by actively
changing the constants and observing its behavior. One group out of the
three came to the correct conclusion and the other two looked up the
constant meanings in their handouts. All members of each group participated
in collaborative discussions during the activity. In two of the three groups it
was observed that there was always one student who took the role of a group
leader. The group leaders typically voiced their observations first and asked
more questions to their group-mates prompting discussion of the other group
members’ observations. The two groups with leaders were found to stay on
focused on the task for long periods of time spanning over twenty-five
minutes (of the available thirty minutes allowed) based on conversational
observations.
The following week, in order to informally test what the students
remembered from the activity (retention of concepts), the researcher asked
individual groups some of the qualitative differences between bang-bang
control and PID control. Each group was able to correctly identify the
differences between the two control theories. The groups were also
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individually asked to outline the process for assigning PID constants. Each
group collectively, verbally outlined processes for how to set the constants
and what observations suggest that the constants are too low or too high.
During the process of coming up with the answers some students were
incorrect and the conversations within the group helped them remember the
correct procedure and meanings of the constants. Overall the robotics
application and the touch table helped maintain student attentiveness and
stimulate discussion of the material with all the group members, even a week
after the activity itself.
Surveys
Post-activity surveys were given to both testing groups with the goal of
gaining insight to users’ opinions of the Playsurface platform, its applications,
and future directions. A blank survey can be found in Appendix B. Twelve
individuals took the post survey, one teacher and eleven students from within
the age range of 13 to17 years old. The majority of the survey questions
were open response with one multiple-choice question regarding the user’s
likelihood to use the table again based off of the Likert scale. Out of a scale
of 1-5 (very unlikely to neutral to very likely), the users responded with an
average positive response of 4.5 out of 5. The standard deviation is 0.67 with
a maximum of 5 and a minimum of 3. The median and mode are both 5
respectively. The data can be seen tabulated and visualized in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Visual Representation of Likelihood of Further Use of the Playsurface

The users were asked open-response questions about what they liked
and disliked about the Playsurface. The participants mentioned the feature
they liked was the ability to get real-time data from the graphs. One student
said, “It was easy to see where the data was coming from.” Another student
stated, “I liked the concept of tracking something in real time and being able
to measure momentum, speed, and direction every step of the way.” The
students generally liked the table’s “interactive-ness” and for the most part,
found the use of it “intuitive and fun.”
The users’ dislikes and concerns were centered on the lack of
developed applications and the display resolution. “There are not very many
available applications specialized to the use of the touch table. It requires an
additional computer component.” The portion of the statement regarding to
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the “additional computer component” refers to the lack of a native touch
interface for the table and navigating for the activity required a group member
to take control of the physical external computer connected to the Playsurface
running the application. Another student commented about the surface
material stating that, “the plastic made the image blurry,” and, “only one
student can really see [the image] at a time.” Over time the acrylic surface
gets scratched and reading text from an angle has been shown to be difficult
for some students. The Playsurface was designed to easily allow
replacement of the inexpensive acrylic surface as it becomes scratched.
Most of the suggestions the students made for improvements from the
first testing group were incorporated into the next design of the application
mostly pertaining to the user interface. Features such as pause, save and
extended support for graphing velocity and acceleration in each direction
were incorporated into the next design iteration. Suggestions that did not
make it into the next design iteration include: unit change for the axes (e.g.
cm or inches), real-time data table and a streamlined interface that autodetects what materials you are using and loads the appropriate application.
The axis unit change was not incorporated because when the feedback was
received the touch table was undergoing display area design changes which
would impact the scaling of the axes. A revamp of the user interface and
auto detection was not incorporated due to time constraints. From the lab
report discussions other suggestions can be extracted. The surface would be
better for science experiments if it was more level because it would reduce
abnormalities in object paths. It was also mentioned that some students
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would prefer to conduct their experiments on a lower friction surface. A
specialized low-friction track that did not negatively impact the image tracking
was suggested. The students came up with seven good suggestions. Some
were immediately incorporated into the design as mentioned above, some
were left out for possible further iterations and others were provided to
Templeman Automation to potentially refine their physical design of the
Playsurface hardware (beyond the scope of this thesis).

Potential for the Classroom
The generally positive response of the students to the use of the table
suggests that there is interest in using the technology for science
experiments. Students exposed to multi-touch systems do experience a
novelty effect but after a month of use the students still exhibit enthusiasm
while using the technology and some students still regard it as a reward
(Hourcade, Beitler, Cormenzana, & Flores, 2008). In the test group where
the table was placed in the classroom for five months, students corroborated
this statement by continuing to show interest in activities with the table and
verbally asking for information on how to develop their own applications for it.
Two out of three of the observed groups demonstrated periods of
engagement in excess of twenty-five minutes. The other group maintained
total engagement for sixteen minutes with a four-minute interruption due to
part of their robot detaching during one of their trials and around five minutes
of discussion off topic. All of the students participated in discussion of the
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theory while using the touch table. The discussions for all three groups
followed a similar pattern. The groups started the robot and observed. The
observation process varied from group to group and trial to trial. Typically
one student would provide their interpretation and what the next step would
be. One student said, “It is definitely oscillating a lot. We should change Ki.”
To which another student agreed or disagreed which would potentially
develop more conversation. When the adjustments they made did not result
in the desired outcome students continued to discuss and look in their
handouts for solutions. From the discussions every group was able to figure
out constants result in smooth steady state PID control for straight sections.
The processes of manipulation, observation and discussion led to student
understanding of the activity.
From a logistics standpoint, the size of the table in the classroom is an
area for concern. As Gary Garber, a high school physics teacher from BUA,
stated, he would like to potentially have five tables in his classroom but with
space in mind he thinks he would only be comfortable with two. Issues of
display quality and glare concerned some students. The touch table screen,
in its current state, is not well suited for reading due to resolution, glare and
scratches to the surface from use. Before the applications are used out of the
testing phase the interfaces will have to be developed to make them more
intuitive and include descriptions of the features for the users.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
Multi-touch technologies have made their way into a small number of
classrooms but, in general, are too expensive, have poor educational
application support, and tend not to be designed to have students investigate
the physical world. There exist low cost ways for developing multi-touch
technology and applications specific for tangible classroom use. The large,
table-top format is more suited than other formats for supporting group
discussion and student engagement.
Leveraging the existing Playsurface hardware platform, the goals of
developing and testing classroom applications were met. The kinematics
application required no construction to setup. The result was the tracking of
objects with real-time graphical feedback of position, velocity, and
acceleration, which students independently explored and incorporated into
their lab reports. The average positional error is under 1 cm for the tracked
objects and the delay time is under 90 milliseconds. The pendulum
application presents a way to study periodic motion with minimal construction.
Real-time tracking in position velocity and acceleration was accomplished
with less than 2 centimeters of error in position. The robotics application
successfully aided in the open discussion of two control theories and
effectively engaged students in the activity. All the applications require
interface work that fully takes advantage of the intuitiveness of the touch
screen including option menus and descriptions of features.
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The testing groups both were able to use the touch table and its
applications for their purpose. The result of the BUA pilot test group was
successful integration into an existing laboratory setup. Students were able
to conduct their experiments and report back to the teacher with their
findings. The second testing group successfully utilized the robotics program
to assign control constants and distinguish between two control theories.
Observations of student use of the table suggest that the table promotes
student led discussion of material and long periods of engagement. The
majority of student and teacher opinions of the table are positive and they are
overall interested in and willing to use the touch table in the future.
Infrared technologies allow for lower cost touch detection than
capacitive and resistive touch systems. The infrared, computer vision touch
detection system, while not as accurate as the capacitive or resistive touch
systems, allows for IR reflective physical objects to interact with the surface.
The objects can generally be tracked accurately to within two centimeters in
worst case and one centimeter on average. Objects that are brighter in color,
especially white, more commonly are better suited for detection on the
surface. The tradeoffs around cost resulted in some feature sacrifices,
students expressed their concerns with the resolution and display quality of
the screen and the acrylic surface was prone to scratches, wear, and
smudges over time from normal use. All of these obscure the user’s view and
affects the crisp image required for reading small details in font.
The Playsurface together with the developed applications and tangible
objects allowed students to investigate the physical world through
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experimentation in the classroom. This paper shows how an existing product
can be extended to increase its educational value in the classroom. These
products provide classrooms with effective teaching tools that takes
advantage of more than purely interactive virtual simulations like many of the
competitors. It is believed that this combination is better suited for
implementation into classrooms due to its low cost, incorporation of hands-on,
inquiry learning, and ability to promote student discussion, collaboration and
investigation.
Further advancements are suggested in order to bring the cost of this
device down further. Currently, the most expensive component of this
platform is the projector, and efforts and arrangements could be made with
the manufacturer to lower the cost of this item by providing higher volume
sales. Additional reduction in cost can be realized by minimizing the size of
the overall table without impacting the size of the display (eliminate the large
border) and thus reducing the amount of construction materials required.
Currently the entire surface underneath the protective acrylic is covered by
rear projection screen material including the borders. The cost of this
material could also be reduced by restricting the amount used to the visible
display.
Future Development
Student and Teacher Feedback
An interactive touch user interface is recommended for all the
applications. Ideally all the features and options programmed to keyboard
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bindings should be controlled instead through on-screen touch menu items.
Graphical analysis tools for the real-time feedback, such as trend lines, are
recommended for both the kinematics and the pendulum applications to
assist with in-class real-time measurements. Students reported some issues
reading text on the table which could be improved digitally providing a
magnifying feature that could increase the size of specific text when needed.
Additional Applications
Discussions with TA and the initial group of teachers resulted in
additional potential application avenues for further investigation. These
include applications that: visualize lasers (including light reflection and
refraction), visualize magnetic field lines, simulate advanced robotic
components on basic tangible objects to see functionality differences,
incorporate smart beakers that synchronize with simulations that display
chemistry at the molecular level, and analyze engineering designs for
performance analysis.
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Appendix A: Application Programming Code
Kinematics Application
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Pendulum Application
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Robotics Application
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Arduino IR Protocol Receiver/Transmitter
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Arduino Line Following Robot
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Appendix B: Surveys and Responses
Robotics Workshop Survey and Responses
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BUA Teacher Survey and Response
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BUA Student Survey and Responses
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Appendix C: Sample Lab Report

Collisions Lab Report: Investigating
Momentum and Energy in Collisions
Abstract
Our experiment was conducted to examine how momentum and kinetic energy
changed or remained the same in collisions. We did this for each trial by colliding two
balls on the surface of a touchtable that recorded their positions in the x and y
dimensions and then using that data to find their velocities. We next measured their
mass and used this joint data to calculate their momenta and kinetic energies before
and after the collision. Because the table allowed the balls to roll in two dimensions,
rather than just one as a track might, we compared total momenta in each direction as
vectors rather than momentum as a whole. On the other hand, energy, which is not a
vector quantity, did not, and in fact could not be compared in two directions while
measuring conservation. We found that, as theory predicted, momentum was
conserved almost perfectly while there were much greater differences in kinetic energy
because the interactions between the balls converted some of their kinetic energy into
other forms (most likely primarily heat).
Introduction
Theory states that momentum is conserved in a collision while kinetic energy
can be transformed into other forms of energy. We designed an experiment to test that
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theory and how accurately we could observe it in the physical world. To discuss the
results of our experiment, we will first need to review the concepts of momentum and
energy as well as recapitulate some essential information on collisions.
Every object within a system has current momentum, given a consistent nonaccelerating frame of reference. Momentum is defined as the product of an object’s
mass and its velocity or:
=
Momentum is a vector and can be summed as such.
Impulse is the cause of change in momentum. It is defined as the amount of
force an object exerts, multiplied by the amount of time it is exerted for.

=

. Impulse and momentum are essentially equivalent. We can actually prove
momentum is equal to impulse when a constant force is exerted, using the equations
for force, momentum and impulse:
By definition, =
Newton’s second law states that
By substitution, =
We know,

=

If we substitute again we see, =
Since,

=

=
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Momentum is most useful for analyzing collisions. In a collision, two objects
each exert force on each other. In 1686, Newton discovered and stated in his third law
that for every action force, there is an equal and opposite reaction force. Each object
entering the collision has an initial momentum. After the interaction they will each have
a different final momentum. However, we can show that due to equal and opposite
reactions, the vector sums of the momenta of both objects before and after the collision
should be equal, or in other words, in a system not acted on by an outside force,
momentum is conserved. This is because if an equal force is applied on each object
during the time of the collision impulse will be the same in each direction and the total
impulse will be 0(see Appendix). Although the items’ individual momentums may
change as a whole, the same initial vector sum of momentum before the collision should
remain after the collision.
Another concept we must consider in collisions is energy. Unlike momentum,
energy is not exclusively a property of moving objects. There are many other forms of
energy ranging from heat energy to light energy. However, the form of energy we will
be primarily concerned with in this experiment is kinetic energy, the energy possessed
by a moving object. This concept was first discovered in a different form during the 16th
century. Gottfried Lebniz gave the first equation for vis viva, or living force. When it was
first proposed there were many arguments over whether the correct measurement was
vis viva or momentum before people realized that both were relevant measurements.
Emilie du Chatelet solidified Lebniz’s theory of vis viva. This predecessor of kinetic
energy was found by multiplying the mass times velocity squared or:
=

.
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This theory was later refined in the 1800s to reach the final value for kinetic energy:
=(½

).

We can derive this equation from the equation for work (
equation for force ( =
exerted ( =

), Newton’s

) and the equation for distance when a constant force is

).

If we substitute in ½

We can substitute

=

in

∗

=

in for

we get

=

and get

=

=

If we reorder and gather like terms we get
velocity, this is the same as ½

½

.

.

or

( ) . Since

is

.

Like momentum, energy is conserved in every closed system that energy cannot
exit or enter. However, this pertains to every form of energy collectively. A ball that rolls
up a ramp will slow down and lose kinetic energy but at the same time gain potential
energy from being further up, so the total energy is conserved. Energy in a system can
be also converted into other forms such as heat, which will be discussed below.
Interestingly, when the concept of vis viva was first created scientists believed it was
conserved even though they had no concept of Thermodynamics , making experiments
to prove energy conserved quite difficult. In fact, Descartes, having no concept of other
forms of energy, believed that motion was conserved, which was why he sided with
momentum during the controversy. He said in the Principia Philsophiae “There exists an
absolute quantity of motion which for the universe remains constant. When the motion
in one part is diminished that in another is increased by a like amount.” Our
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experiment will show that that is not true. Leibniz argued for vis viva because he
realized that if momentum was all that governed motion there would not be only one
possible outcome for every collision. Without vis viva, one could lift two balls on a
Newton’s Cradle and have one ball come flying out the other side at twice the speed.
Futhermore Leibniz believed that two balls of equal mass moving at each other head on
at the same speed and two balls at rest couldn’t have all the same properties. He said in
his Essay de Dynomique, “It is… pain that [the]conservation [of quantity of progress (his
term for momentum)] does not correspond to that which is demanded of something
absolute. For it may happen that the velocity, quantity of motion and force of bodies
being very considerable, their progress is null” Vis viva made that differentiation.
Collisions can be sorted into two types, elastic and inelastic. Elastic collisions are
collisions in which all the energy from the moving objects is conserved as kinetic energy.
We rarely observe these because in a collision where there is contact, inevitably some
amount of kinetic energy will be converted to heat, sound, or some other form of
energy. We can observe perfectly elastic collisions between certain types of atoms in
which the collision causes no sound, heat or light and all the energy remains kinetic. As
one may have already guessed, inelastic collisions are all the other imperfect collisions
in which kinetic energy is “lost” to other forms. For example, if the two colliding objects
were balls of clay we would quickly see just how inelastic the collision was. In that
collision all of the energy might well become heat and sound.
Procedure
Our experiment examined collisions by rolling a 10 gram ball and a 10.5 gram
ball into each other on the surface of a touch table. We varied the starting velocities in
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direction and magnitude (which in turn varied the starting momenta and energies) to
see how our initial totals compared with our final totals.
We used a Playsurface touchtable. The table functioned like a 68 by 48 cm
tablet computer mounted on a table-top. To use the table as a computer we had an
external mouse and keyboard but the tabletop was also touch sensitive and could track
objects moving across it. The Playsurface touchtable we had had the ability to track both
balls and plot their change in position over time in the y and x direction onto separate
graphs. This data was displayed on a live graph. Unfortunately the system did not have
a way to record the position over time data in a table, so to get our figures we had to
hand-measure the graphs. We therefore recorded our data by taking screenshots.
Somewhat inconveniently, the units of the graphs it produced were position in pixels vs
time in sixths of a second. We converted the displacement which was measured in
pixels to cm by measuring the number of cm in each dimension and dividing it into the
number of pixels per dimension(1000). We found that there were 14.7 pixels in each
centimeter in the x dimension and 20.833 pixels in each centimeter in the y direction.
Using the displacement and time data, we calculated the velocity of the balls in
m/s before and after each collision. This data and the mass allowed us to find all the
initial and final momenta in each direction for each object. We then added the
momenta data and compared that to see if momentum was conserved. We used the
same measures of mass and velocity to find the total kinetic energy before and after
each collision and compare them to find out how much kinetic energy was conserved.

Data and Analysis
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Our experiment was composed of three trials, two in which the balls collided
head on with similar velocities and one in which a moving ball hit a ball at rest. We
attempted to make the collisions one dimensional but inevitably, given that the ramp
we used to launch them sent them traveling at a bit of an angle, they ended up with
some y velocity, which meant we had to consider both vectors of the velocity.
This first table shows the data for Trial 1, an experiment in which the heavier
ball and lighter ball approached each other from opposite sides of the table. The two
balls began with significant velocities towards each other in the x dimension and
minimal velocities in the y direction. After the collision they had no velocity in the x
direction but a much higher velocity in the y direction. However, despite the transfer of
motion from one dimension to another, the total momentum after the collision
remained very close to the total momentum before the collision, which was just a tiny
bit above 0 in each direction. We can see then, how momentum was indeed conserved.
Trial 1
Momenta
x or y
x
x
y
y

Mass (kg)
0.0105
0.01
0.0105
0.01

initial v
(m/s)
0.734694
-0.81633
0.0144
0.02304

initial p
final v
final p
tot iP
totFinal p Diff (kg(kg-m/s) (m/s)
(kg-m/s) (kg-m/s) (kg -m/s) m/s)
0.007714
0
0 -0.00045
0 -0.00045
-0.00816
0
0
0.000151 -0.32914 -0.00346 0.000382 -0.00058 0.000958
0.00023
0.288 0.00288
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The difference in initial and final total energy, however, is quite significant. This
to be expected because the two balls we used were not perfectly elastic and there was
also a considerable amount of scraping between the balls when they collided. The balls
may have suffered some deformation and the internal friction in that compressing could
have caused much of the kinetic energy to leak out of the system.
Trial 1
energy
Mass
(kg)
0.0105
0.01
total

initial e
final e
(joules)
(joules)
0.002834908 0.00056876
0.003334599 0.00041472
0.006169507 0.000983479

The second chart shows the data for an experiment of the same form as the first
but instead of having the velocity pretty much switch from x toy directions altogether
one ball bounced at a right angle while the other continued with significant motion in
both the x and y dimensions. It is even clearer in this experiment that the momentum is
conserved. The difference between the initial and final in both dimensions is extremely
small.
Trial 2
momenta
x or y
x
x
y
y

Mass
initial v
initial p
final v
final p
tot iP
totFinal p Diff
(kg)
(m/s)
(kg-m/s) (m/s)
(kg-m/s) (kg-m/s) (kg-m/s)
(kg-m/s)
0.0105 -0.78367 -0.00823
0
0 -0.00284 -0.00272 -0.00012
0.01 0.538776 0.005388 -0.27211 -0.00272
0.0105
-0.048
-0.0005 0.31104 0.003266
-0.0005 -0.00077 0.000262
0.01
0
0
-0.4032 -0.00403
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More energy is conserved in this trial than in the previous one. Still, we expect
much more of a discrepancy between the initial and final energy compared to the initial
and final momentum because inevitably some of the energy goes into heat while with
momentum any differences have roots in inaccurate measurements or other small
forces affecting the system.
Trial 2
energy
Mass
(kg)
0.0105
0.01
total

initial e
(joules)
0.003236353
0.001451395
0.004687748

final e
(joules)
0.00050792
0.001183067
0.001690983

The third chart shows an experiment in which the lighter ball hit the heavier ball
which lay at rest, causing both to begin to move. Before the collision the only motion
was of one ball. Afterwards, both balls had velocities and momenta. Trial 3 shows yet
again that total momentum remains the same even when it is transferred from one ball
to another.
Trial 3
momenta

x or y
x
x
y
y

totFinal
p
Mass
initial v
initial p
final v
final p
tot iP
(kg)
(m/s)
(kg-m/s) (m/s)
(kg-m/s) (kg-m/s) (kg-m/s)
0.0105
0
0 1.795918 0.018857 0.021224 0.018857
0.01 2.122449 0.021224
0
0
0.0105
0
0
-0.1056 -0.00111
0 -0.00063
0.01
0
0
0.048 0.00048
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Diff (kgm/s)
0.002367
0.000629

In Trial 3, a lot more of the total energy was conserved. This may have been
because there might have been less friction because there was less scraping between
the balls when they interacted. This would most likely be because this collision was
more head on since in this trial there was only one ball moving at the beginning and
therefore fewer variables that could impact whether the collision was head on. The
lower level of alignment in the other experiments could have caused more friction
between the balls as they collided that was eliminated here.
Trial 3
energy
Mass
(kg)
0.0105
0.01
total

initial e
(joules)

final e
(joules)
0 0.01699149
0.022523948
1.152E-05
0.022523948 0.017003009

In all the trials, a fair portion of the kinetic energy was lost, presumably to heat
energy during the collision. This is to be expected as the plastic balls we used were
somewhat inelastic and their plastic surfaces might cause a significant amount of
friction between the balls. There was also friction between the balls and the touchtable,
although that should have been less significant since both the touchtable was pretty
smooth and the balls didn’t weigh very much, and therefore did not have a lot of normal
force or friction against the surface they were on. It would be interesting to find a way
to measure the compression of the balls during the collision, perhaps using video
analysis and see how that correlated with energy conversion.
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Momentum in our data is pretty consistently conserved. The small amount of
momentum lost probably has to do with the force of friction affecting the system that
makes the system not entirely closed. If we could add the Earth into our calculations this
would be resolved. Other discrepancies might come from errors in collecting or
measuring our data.
Conclusion
Our data matched with theory fairly well . Momentum was almost entirely
conserved and the loss in kinetic energy matched what one might expect would become
heat. Some error might have originated from hand-measuring the graphs. Were we to
do this experiment again it would be advantageous if we could eliminate the
approximation necessary to read the printed graphs and instead get the actual data
points with slightly different software on the touchtable. It would be interesting to get
more data on energy by varying the elasticity of the balls. A simple test of dropping the
balls we used from a height and measuring to what height they returned could prove
that they lost a considerable amount of energy to heat when they hit the ground. If we
were to do this experiment again, we could certainly widen our data sample by using
different types of balls. If we had tried something more elastic like steel marbles, we
might have been able to see some much more elastic results as well. A probably
relatively small but pretty much unavoidable source of kinetic energy loss was the
friction between the ball and the surface of the touch-table. Finally, we could improve
our experiment by taking more trials to lower the chance of our results aligning with
theory by sheer coincidence.
Bibliography
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Quotes :
Descarte’s Principia Philsophaie
Leibniz’s “Essay de dynamique” , translator : Langley
General Sources:
Hewitt Conceptual Physics
Leibniz and the Vis Viva Controversy, Carolyn Iltis, University of Chicago Press,
6/18/2010

Appendix
Conservation of momentum
The total momentum in a system before a collision is the momentum of each object
added together or p1 +p2. The total momentum after the collision will be that initial
momentum plus the impulse each object receives or p1+I1 +P2+I2. We remember
impulse is the product of force and time. Since the forces in the collision will be equal
and opposite and the time will be the same for each object and so the same in each
impulse during the collision, each impulse will be of the same size but in an opposite
direction. Therefore the two impulses will cancel out leaving momentum after as also
p1+p2.

The Graphs the Touchtable Produced
Trial 1
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Trial 2

Trial 3

Sample calculations in separate excel chart so the formulas are preserved.
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Appendix D: Laptop Specifications
Model: Sager NP9150 / Clevo P150EM
-Display 15.6” FHD 16:9 LED Backlit Wide screen (1920x1080) Super Clear
Matte Type Screen
-Processor Sager - 3rd Generation Intel® Ivy Bridge Core™ i7-3610QM
(2.3GHz - 3.3GHz, 6MB Intel® Smart Cache, 45W Max TDP) Graphics Video
Card AMD Radeon HD 7970M (2048MB) GDDR5 DX11
-Ram 16GB - DDR3 1333MHz Dual Channel Memory
-OCZ Agility 4 AGT4-25SAT3-256G 256GB Internal Solid State Drive - 2.5"
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